RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM
Match

Sale Sharks

Vs

Exeter Chiefs

Club’s Level

1

Competition

Gallagher Premiership

Date of Match

26/02/21

Match Venue

AJ Bell Stadium

Particulars of Offence
Player’s Surname

YEANDLE

Date of Birth

22/12/1989

Forename(s)

Jack

Plea

Admitted

Club name

Exeter Chiefs

RFU ID No.

324347

Type of Offence

Dangerous play at a ruck

Law 9 Offence

9.20(a)

Sanction

3 week suspension

O

Not Admitted

Hearing Details
Hearing Date

02/02/21

Hearing venue

Papers only

Chairmen/SJO

Jeremy Summers

Panel Member 1

Mitch Read

Panel Member 2

Tony Wheat

Panel Secretary

Rebecca Morgan

Appearance Club

Yes

Appearance Player Yes

No

O

Player’s Representative(s):

Other attendees:

Forename(s)
Not
applicable.

Plea applicable.
Not

List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearing:
Forename(s)
Red Card report
Plea
RFU Regulation 19 Appendix 2

Medical report dated 2 March 2021
Email submissions from the RFU dated 2 March 2021
Match footage
On behalf of the Player, the Panel also considered:
A written statement from the Player dated 2 March 2021
Written submissions from the Club dated 2 March 2021
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No

O

Summary of Essential Elements of Citing/Referee/s Report/Footage
Forename(s)
The
detail of the offence as reported by the Referee (Karl Dickson) stated as follows:
Plea

"From a maul E12 carried the ball in contact where he was tackled, after the tackle I had seen
E13 had cleared out S2 by his neck and blew for a PK for a neck roll. The TMO reviewed the
situation and had seen E2 coming into the breakdown and making contact with S2 head. On
review of this incidence we determined that E2 had arrived into the breakdown from a distance at
speed and make contact with S2 head. At this point we had to determine he he was making a
legal clear but with angles we had we determined that he hadn't made a sufficient effort to wrap
and he came in off his feet when the ball was clearly won. After this process we determined a
Red card was the correct sanction." (sic)
The incident occurred in the 25th minute (1st half) of the match at which point Sale were trailing
8-12. Mild conditions were present for the evening fixture and the Referee had been positioned
2m away from the incident, with an unobstructed view.
The match footage was viewed and found to be consistent with the above narrative.
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Essential Elements of Other Evidence (e.g. medical reports)
Forename(s)
The
Panel received an updated medical report as follows:
Plea

"My name is Imran Ahmed and on Friday 26th February, I was at the Sale Vs Exeter fixture in
my role as team doctor for sale sharks.
I saw the physio team attending our no 2 following contact and entered the field of play as I could
see them applying in line stabilisation as a precaution following contact.
Curtis was oriented and alert at the time of my arrival and was cooperating well with his
examination. During this time the referees were reviewing the incident on the stadium screen
and so I was able to review the incident visually.
I could see the Exeter player seemed to make contact with the head / face / neck area with his
shoulder and so the assessment the physio team were performing was appropriate.
Curtis completed his assessment and we were happy that there was no significant neck or head
injury, but we kept him under review for the remainder of the half.
He was assessed again at half time and full time and I have been satisfied that despite the
mechanism of injury,there has been no significant head, neck or facial injury to Mr Langdon."
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Summary of Player’s Evidence
Forename(s)
The
written statement from the Player indicated that he accepted the commission of the offence
Plea
as charged. The material part of the document candidly stated:

"My intention was to get to the breakdown as soon as I could and to clear past the ball. What I
intended to do, was to get my left arm underneath S2, and then go over Ollie Devoto, with the
intention of protecting the ball. Unfortunately, it didn't work out quite as intended, so that my left
shoulder made contact with the head of S2. This was wholly unintentional, but I do accept that
had I had the time to think about it more clearly, I would have made sure I would have gone into
the breakdown with both arms extended. I accept the offence on the· basis that my action in
entering he breakdown with my left arm not extended, was reckless."
Written argument on behalf of the Player made the following submissions:
"1. The offence was committed recklessly and was not intentional or deliberate. The
circumstances described by the player are consistent with the recording and show a badly
executed attempt to clear past the ball which gave rise to the foul play. It is understood that the
RFU are content to regard the offence as reckless. The lapse was momentary in an otherwise
properly conducted game.
2. Fortunately no injury was caused to the Sale player who played the rest of the game and no
interruption was caused. It is believed the collision required brief medical attention on the pitch
but none thereafter. As expected of a player of Mr Yeandle’s experience he accepted the
referee’s decision with good grace.
3. There are no factors which in my submission would elevate this offence from an entry level
penalty in the mid range.
4. There are no aggravating factors which would mean that a starting point penalty of 6
weeks/games is inappropriate.
5. There are strong mitigating factors in particular the immediate entry of a guilty plea and an
impeccable record over many years of play at a very high level. There is also a commitment to
community involvement.
6. In my submission the panel is in these circumstances entitled to give Mr. Yeandle the benefit
of the maximum mitigation of 50% and impose a sanction of 3 games which would give a return
to play date of 23rd March"
The RFU indicated that it did not consider that the offence warranted a Top End entry point and
that in its view no aggravating features were present. Mitigation was a matter for the Panel.
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Findings of Fact
Forename(s)
Having considered the evidence and submissions the Panel found:
Plea

1. The Player attacked the breadown from distance leading with his shoulder.
2 No, or no sufficient, attempt was made to wrap his arms around S2 to effect a legal clear out.
3. The Player's shoulder made direct contact with S2's head.
4. The Player had time to have altered his run so as not to have committed the offence, and no
mitigating features were present.
5. Although initially stunned, S2 did not sustain any injury in consequence of the offending.
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Decision
Breach admitted

O

Proven

Not Proven

Other Disposal (please state below)

Forename(s)
On the Player's admission, and on the basis of the evidence, the Panel found that the Player had
Plea
committed an act of foul play that had warranted the issue of a red card.

The offending involved the Player dangerously coming into a breakdown from distance leading
with his shoulder whilst making an inadequate attanpt to wrap his arms around an opponent.
Direct contacat was then made by the Player's shoulder with the head of an opponent (S2).

SANCTIONING PROCESS
Assessment of Seriousness
Assessment of intent - Ref 19.11.8
PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX

19.11.8(a) Intentional/deliberate

19.11.8(b) Reckless

O

Reasons for finding as to intent:

The Panel had no hesitation in finding that the offence arose from a poorly exceuted attempted
clear out, which was devoid of any malice.

Gravity of player’s actions - Reg 19.11.8(c)

The dangers associated with head injuries are well known, and going into contact in a manner
that clearly risks such injury must be viewed seriously even if the action, as was the case here, is
unintended.
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Nature of actions - Reg 19.11.8(d)

Poorly executed clear out as described above.

Existence of provocation - Reg 19.11.8(e)

None.

Whether player retaliated - Reg 19.11.8(f)

Not relevant to the incident.

Self-defence - Reg 19.11.8(g)

Not relevant to the incident.

Effect on victim - Reg 19.11.8(h)

Although the Player received on-field treatent immediately after the incident, no injury was
sustained.

Effect on match - Reg 19.11.8(i)

None.

Vulnerability of victim - Reg 19.11.8(j)

There was some vulnerability, given the position of S2 in the ruck.

Level of participation/premeditation - Reg 19.11.8(k)

No premeditation.
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Conduct completed/attempted - Reg 19.11.8(l)

Completed.

Other features of player’s conduct - Reg 19.11.8(m)

None.

Assessment of Seriousness Continued
Entry point
Low-end

Weeks

Mid-range

Weeks

O

Top-end*

Weeks

6

*If Top End, the JO or Panel should identify, if apropriate, an entry point between the Top End
and the maximum sanction and provide the reasons for selecting this entry point, below.
In making this assessment, the JO/committee should be consider RFU Regulation 19
Reasons for selecting entry point:
Forename(s)
The
Panel followed the minimum mid-range entry point required for foul play involving contact
Plea
with the head. The Panel found no grounds in the offending that necessitated a Top End entry
point assessment. This was a reckless act where no injury resulted.

Additional Relevant Off-Field Aggravating Factors - Reg 19.11.10
Player’s status as an offender of the laws of the game - Reg 19.11.10 (a)

Not relevant.

Need for deterrent to combat a pattern of offending - Reg 19.11.10(b)

None.
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Any other off-field aggravating factor that the disciplinary panel considers relevant and appropriate Reg 19.11.10 (c)

None.

Number of additional weeks: 0
Relevant Off-Field Mitgating Factors
Acknowledgement of guilt and timing Reg 19.11.11(a)

Player’s disciplinary record/good character Reg 19.11.11(b)

Forename(s)and unequivocal.
Immediate

Plea Player has played over 200 games for his
The
club without having previoulsy received a yellow
card or a red card.

Youth and inexperience of player - Reg 19.11.11(c)

Conduct prior to and at hearing - Reg 19.11.11(d)

Not relevant.

Not relevant.

Remorse and timing of Remorse - Reg 19.11.11(e)

Other off-field mitigation - Reg 19.11.11(f)

Full and genuine.

None.

Number of weeks deducted:

3

Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted:
Forename(s)
Given
the Player's plea and impeccable previous record, the Panel felt able to award the
Plea
maximum
50% discount from the entry point by way of credit for the mitigating features that were
present.
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Games for meaningful sanctions:
Forename(s)
The
Player will miss the following Gallagher Premiership games:
Plea

06/03/21 vs Bath
13/03/21 vs Harlequins
20/03/21 vs Leicester Tigers

Sanction

NOTE: PLAYER ORDERED OFF ARE PROVISIONALLY SUSPENDED PENDING THE HEARING
OF THEIR CASE, SUCH SUSPENSION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN
SANCTIONING
Total sanction

3 weeks.

Sanction commences

02/03/21

Sanctions concludes

22/03/21

Free to play

23/03/21

Final date to lodge appeal

04/03/21

Costs (please refer to Reg
19, Appendix 3 for full
cost details)
Signature
(JO or Chairman)

Sending off sufficient

£250

Jeremy Summers

Date

02/03/21

NOTE: YOU HAVE THE RIGHT OF APPEAL AGAINST THIS DECISION AS SET OUT
IN REGULATION 19.12 OF THE DISCIPLINARY REGULATIONS. YOUR ATTENTION IS
SPECIFICALLY DRAWN TO THE TIME LIMIT AND DIRECTIONS/REQUIREMENTS RELATING
TO AN APPEAL SET OUT IN REGULATION 19.12.9
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